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ABSTRACT 
Let the following be given: two n X m real matrices, E and F, such that F <E, 
three real n-rows, p, a and b, such that b <a, and three real m-columns, t, c and d, 
such that d <c. We give inequalities relating the given matrices and vectors, 
equivalent to the consistency of the system 
F<X<E, d < Xt < c, b G pX < a, 
where X is an n x m unknown real matrix. 
1. RESULTS 
Given a nonempty real interval A, let a = sup(A) < + co and b = inf(A) > 
-co. We shall write A=la,bl without specifying whether or not a and b 
belong to A. In case a 4A (respectively, b B A) we say that a (b) is an open 
extremum of A. 
Throughout this paper, I and J will stand for subsets of N= { 1,. . . , n} and 
M={l,..., m}, respectively, and we shall write I”= N\I and ./“= M\J. 
Let Pl ,...,p,, t,,..., t, be n +m real numbers. Given 
we define the following sets: 
I+ = {iEZ:p,>O}, I- = {iEZ:pi<O}, 
/+ = { jH:tj>o}, J- = { j~.!:tj<o}, 
I and J as above, 
K = zc+ XI+ UP- XI-- UI- XI”+ uI+ xy-, 
H = I”- x _l+ UP+ XJ- UT+ xy+ UI- XI”_. 
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With this notation we state our main theorem: 
THEOREM. Let ]bi,uj], ]di,ci] and ]fii,eii], i=l,..., n, j=l,..., m, be 
nm+ n+m nonempty real intervals. Let pl, . . .,p,, t,,.. ., t,,, be n+m non- 
zero real numbers. There exists an n x m real matrix X = (xii) such that 
j$‘l xiiti E Ib,,a,l, i = I,..., n, (1.1) 
i: PiXii E Id+CiJ, j = l,..., m, (1.2) 
i=l 
xii E Ifipeijl, i= 
if and only if the following relations 
1 >..a, n, j=l,..., m, (1.3) 
hold: 
~IPit~If;~+~IP~ll,,+~lt~Id~ Q ~lPit~lei~+~lPil~~+~lt~lc~~ (1.5) 
for every Z c N and J c M. Each inequality must be taken strict, whenever 
;;;zLthe a’s,...,f’s app earin g in it is an open extremum of the respective 
REMARK 1. The theorem may be applied to the following type of 
economic (transportation) problem: A factory makes n types of articles: 
(Yr,...,(yn. These articles are transported to m places rr, . . . ,q,, and sold 
there. The transportation to place rf costs tj per unit of article, and the 
article q is sold with a unit price pi. A total of xii units (or units per hour) of 
(yi are transported and sold at rI. One wishes to maintain under control (in a 
stationary regime) the following parameters: the total sales at place vi 
[constraints (l.Z)] and the total cost of transportation of item q [constraints 
(l.l)], Moreover, the bipartite oriented graph of sources q and sinks ri has 
arc capacities eii (upper capacities) and fii (lower capacities). This is ex- 
pressed by (1.3). 
The Theorem solves the feasibility problem for this system: is there any 
flow (xii) satisfying all the described constraints? 
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REMARK 2. The restrictions pi #O, tj #O can be removed, provided we 
add the following to the conditions (1.4), (1.5): 
22 IPil%+Cs> 22 IPilfi~ 
LEN- iEN+ 
r=l )..., n, s=l,..., m, where strict inequalities are obtained by the same 
rule as in the theorem. 
The inequalities (1.4) and (1.5) are much simpler when the p’s and t’s are 
al1positive,forinthatcaseK=Z”~],H=ZXJ”andZ~=]~=Z”~=J”~= 
0, An important case arises when pi = $ = 1 for all (i, i). The sums in (1.1) 
and (1.2) become, respectively, 
the row sums of X: R,(X) = 2 xii, and 
i=l 
the column sums of X: C;.(X)= i xii. 
i=l 
The following corollary is immediate: 
COROLLARY 1. Let jbi,uij, Idj,cil and Ifii,eiiI be nm+n+m nonempty 
real intervals. There exists an n x m real matrix X = (xii) such that 
for i=l,..., n, j=l,..., m, if and only if 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
hold for evey Z c N and J c M, strict inequalities being selected by the same 
rule as in the theorem. 
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REMARK 3. As in Remark 1, this corollary may be viewed as a supply- 
demand result on flows in bipartite networks (cf. [3]). A similar remark has 
recently been made by Moon [5], about a paper by Erdos and Mint [l]. 
REMARK 4. Whenever one of the a’s,. . .,fs appearing in one of the 
inequalities of (1.4)-( 1.11) is ? cc, the corresponding inequality is redun- 
dant. As an example, we obtain the following slight refinement of a theorem 
due to Ky Fan [2,Theorem 2’1, generalizing results of Horn [4], and Erdos 
and Mint [l]: 
COROLLARY 2. Let a, > bi, ci > di, e, >/fi, i = 1,. . . , n be 6n real numbers. 
There exists an n-square real matrix X = (xii) such that 
bi < R,(X) < ui, di =G C,(X) < ci, 
h < xii < e, and xii > 0, 
for 1 < i #j Q n, if and only if the following inequalities hold: 
a, >fj, ci >fi, i = l,...,n, 
f: (ci-fi) 2 max 
i=l 
l~t~n(ci+bi-e~-~), 
2. PROOFS 
We shall prove the theorem and Remark 2 simultaneously. Thus, assume 
that p, ,...,p,, t,,..., t, are arbitrary real numbers. We adopt here some of 
the concepts and results of [6,pp. 203-2061. The system of inequalities 
(l.l)-(1.3) can be rewritten as 
2 xiitj = yi, 
i=l 
n 
izl pjxii = zj, i = l,..., n, 1 = 1,. ..,m, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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fji E jbivuilT (3.3) 
3 E Idipcilv (3.4) 
Xii E I$pejjl* (3.5) 
If we introduce the nm-column x, whose coordinates consist of the 
entries of X ordered lexicographically, then (3.1) and (3.2) can be shortened 
to 
Ax = y@z, (3.6) 
where y@z=( y1 ,..., II,, z1 ,..., z,)‘, and A is the (n + m) X nm matrix 
A= 
t 0 . . . 0 D, 
0 t . . . 0 D, 
. . . . . * . . 
0 6 . . . 1 D, 
(3.7) 
Here t=(tl,..., c,)‘, Di = p,Z, (Z, = m-identity-matrix), i = 1,. . . , n, and the 
O’s are zero m-columns. 
The vector space L 1 C R”+ n +m orthogonal to L={xCBy@z:Ax=y@ 
z} is given by 
~1 = {x*@y*@z*:x*= -AT( y*@z*)}. (3.8) 
Define the support of w E R9 as the set 
supp (W) = {k: 1 <k<q, u&#O}. 
To apply Theorem 22.6 of [6], we need a lemma on the ekmentuy vectors of 
L I, i.e., the nonzero vectors of L 1 with minimal support. 
LEMMA. An elementary vector of Ll is a multiple of a vector w* of one 
of the following types: 
Type 1. w* =x*CBv*@{* E L ‘,#supp(~*CB{*)=l, and the rwnzero 
coordinate of VI*@{* equals 1; 
Type 2. w*=~*03q*@{*E Ll, andforsome ZcNandlcM, we have 
~~=pjforiEZ,.rl,ic=Ofori~ZC,~~=-ttiforjEJ,and~~=Ofor~EJ”. 
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Proof of the Lemmu. Let v* =x*@ y*@z* be an elementary vector of 
L I, which is not a multiple of a vector of Type 1. Let Z = supp( y*) and 
.Z = supp (z*). If Z = 0, then there exist r and s in J, r fs. The vector of type 1, 
such that I,* = 1, has its support strictly contained in supp(v*), which is 
absurd. Therefore Z#0. Analogously J#0. From (3.8), and the form (3.7) of 
the matrix A, it is easily seen that the coordinates of x* are 
Lx; = - yq - p,q*, for (i,j) E Z X J, (3.9) 
x; = - y,*t,, for (i,j) E Z X J”, (3.10) 
xi: = - mLj*, for (i,j) E I” X J, (3.11) 
x; = 0, for (i, j) E I” X J”. (3.12) 
Now, if i, E I, then P,,~ZO. Otherwise, the vector ?*, obtained from (3.9)- 
(3.12) by letting yc = 0, satisfies supp (x*) c supp (CC*), and we could con- 
struct a nonzero U* E LI, the support of which was strictly contained in 
supp (v *). Analogously, we have tj # 0 for j E J. 
Whether or not the coordinates (3.10)-(3.11) are zero is independent of 
the values of yF#O, or of 3*#0. Moreover, the coordinates (3.9) are zero 
only if zT/ ti = - yT/p+. The lemma follows. n 
REMARK 5. We could characterize completely the elementary vectors of 
L’- as being either nonzero multiples of vectors of type 1, or such that 
y;“=cpi, zT= -cti for all (i,j)Esupp( y*)Xsupp(z*)#O, for some c#O. 
Actually, we do not need so much. 
An easy consequence of [6, Theorem 22.61 is that the system (3.1)-(3.5) is 
consistent if and only if every vector w* of type 1, or of type 2, satisfies the 
condition 
where A(w*) is the interval 
0 E A(w*), (3.13) 
Equation (3.13) is equivalent to the following relations: 
sup(A(w*)) > 0, 
inf(A(w*)) < 0, 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
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where the inequality (3.15) [respectively (3.16)] is strict, whenever one of the 
nm + n + m intervals, summed on the right side of (3.14), is open on the right 
[on the left]. 
Taking, in (3.15)-(3.16) successively, w* equal to its two possible types 
given by the lemma, we obtain the six sets of inequalities (1.4)-(1.9). We 
work out the case (3.15), when w* is a vector of Type 2. We then have 
= 5 I Pitjleij 
-~lPitjlhj+~lPilui 
- z I Pilbi - F ltjldj + F ltjlcjs 
The set of inequalities (1.4) follows, The others [(1.5)-(1.9)] are obtained by 
similar calculations. That part of the theorem selecting the strict inequalities 
is an easy consequence of the observations following (3.16). 
In the case when p,#O, tj#O for all (i, j), all the elementary vectors are 
multiples of vectors of type 2. Therefore, (1.6)-(1.9) are, in that case, 
consequences of (1.4)-(1.5). The proof is now complete. n 
Proof of cor01f?u y 2. Apply Corollary 1 to the present situation, taking 
m=n, &=Ai, ei=eij, &=O and eii= +co, for i#i. By Remark 4, we have 
only to take into account those inequalities in (l.lO)-(1.11) corresponding to 
the following sets, I and J: 
in (1.10): in (1.11): 
I”XJ= {(i,i)>, iEN, IXJ”= {(i,i)}, iEN, 
I”=0 and JcN, J”=@ and ICN, 
J=0 and #Z=l, Z=0and #J=l. 
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Observe that we may only consider those inequalities coming from 
elementary vectors of Ll. Consequently, when we put J = 0 (respectively1 
=0), we may restrict ourselves to the cases when #I= 1 (when #J= 1). 
Corollary 2 follows after some easy computations. n 
I am indebted to Doctors G. N. de Olive&a, Ernest0 Qaeiroz and M&o 
Rosa for weful discussions on this subject. 
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